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ABSTRACT
Real-Time Prediction-Driven Dynamics Simulation to Mitigate Frame Time
Variation
Mackinnon Buck

Real-time physics engines have seen recent performance improvements through techniques like hardware acceleration and artificial intelligence. However, state of the art
physics simulation technology fails to account for the variation in simulation complexity over time. Sudden increases in contact frequency between simulated bodies
can momentarily increase the processing time per frame. To solve this, we present
a prediction-driven real-time dynamics method that uses a memory-efficient graphbased state buffer to minimize the cost of mispredictions. This buffer, which is generated by a separate thread running the physics pipeline, allows physics computation
to temporarily run slower than real-time without affecting the frame rate of the host
application. The main thread, whose role in dynamics computation gets limited to
querying the simulation state and regenerating mispredicted state, sees a significant
reduction in time spent per frame on dynamics computation when our multi-threaded
prediction pipeline is enabled. Thus, our technique enables interactive multimedia applications to increase the computational budget for graphics at no cost perceptible
to the end user. Furthermore, our method guarantees determinism and low input
latency, making it suitable in competitive games and other real-time interactive applications. We also provide a C++ API to integrate custom game logic with the
prediction engine to further minimize the frequency of mispredictions.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in computing speed have been in large part driven by parallelism
rather than increasing the raw clock speed of processors [1, 3]. While the limit
of Moore’s law has been approaching [13, 16], the computing industry is still seeing
massive innovation through multi-core central processing units (CPUs) and expanding
graphics processing unit (GPU) technology [7, 20]. However, this paradigm shift
won’t yield practical performance gains unless software takes advantage of multicore hardware. Due to the rapidity of this transition, a significant amount of legacy
software and algorithms have yet to be optimized for parallelism.
The video game industry serves as a quintessential example of the efforts being made
to utilize CPU parallelism. The entity component system (ECS) architectural pattern,
for example, has completely changed the way in which games organize data and
its relationship to game logic. ECS, among its many other advantages over more
established design patterns, enables independent game logic systems to be run in
parallel, massively improving performance in multi-core CPUs [14]. Its merits are so
appealing that game engines known for using more established architectures like the
entity-component (EC) pattern are quickly pivoting to focus their efforts on ECS [8].
Real-time physics engines, which are a crucial component of many modern video
games, have also seen recent improvements to utilize parallelism especially on the
GPU [11]. However, as illustrated in Figure 1.1, physics computations can still bottleneck the main application loop on the CPU during momentary complex physical
interactions [19]. A common mitigation to this problem is to pre-compute or “bake”
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Figure 1.1: A momentary increase in simulation processing time that manifests into perceived lag.
part of the physics simulation as an animation and disable interactivity for baked
entities. This way, the application can stream entity states from a buffer rather than
computing their states on-the-fly.
Obviously, this mitigation would not be effective when interactivity between the player
and the baked entities is a requirement. One alternative might be to alleviate the
main thread from dynamics simulation by simulating physics in a separate thread.
The game logic running on the main thread can then execute unblocked by physics
computation, and the most up-to-date physics simulation state is used for rendering. Unfortunately, this approach has two big flaws. First, even through the frame
rate of the host application increases, the state of the physics simulation may still
compute slower than real-time during moments of high simulation complexity. In
addition, since the simulation step rate is not guaranteed to have a consistent ratio
with the frame rate, determinism is lost. In other words, two instances of the same
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application receiving the same inputs may produce different simulation states. This is
unacceptable for applications requiring reproducible, frame-rate-independent output,
including scientific applications and competitive games.
The lack of determinism can be resolved by synchronizing the physics simulation
thread with the application loop on the main thread. This approach, known as
“asynchronous simulation” is used by NVIDIA’s PhysX physics engine [10]. The
main thread can dispatch changes to the simulation state, which gets computed in a
separate thread while the main thread continues execution. Later, the main thread
may fetch the asynchronously-computed simulation results, blocking if necessary until
the results are available. While increasing the time between the “dispatch” and
“fetch” operations improves the utilization of asynchronicity, it also increases the
latency of the application’s response to user input. As such, competitive games and
other applications that require minimal input latency may opt for synchronous physics
even at the cost of a slightly reduced frame rate. Furthermore, this technique is
limited to buffering only a single simulation step, so temporary increases in simulation
complexity can still result in a reduced frame rate.
However, computing the simulation ahead of the main thread, buffering snapshots of
predicted simulation state for future playback, could solve the latency issues while
accounting for variations in simulation complexity. In Figure 1.2, the increase in
processing time results in the partial depletion of the buffer rather than the increase
in frame time, so no perceived lag occurs.
Unfortunately, this technique introduces a new flaw: unpredictable changes to any
part of the simulation state would require throwing away all buffered state, rendering
the buffer useless. Applications like games that rely on continuous, unpredictable
human input would not benefit from the naive approach. For example, in the scenario depicted by Figure 1.3, the buffer gets invalidated just before the simulation
3

Figure 1.2: Using a buffer to mitigate frame time variation caused by
unstable simulation complexity.
complexity begins to rise. Thus, not only does the application need to fall back on
synchronized, real-time simulation computation, but it needs to start processing faster
than real-time in order to refill the buffer. This approach will be further referred to
as the “naive approach” to real-time prediction-driven simulation.
We present a prediction-driven approach to physics simulation similar to the aforementioned naive approach, but with a graph-based state buffer to minimize the cost of
misprediction. Any unpredictable change to the simulation state only invalidates predicted state directly affected by the change. Following are the primary contributions
of this work:

1. A predictive, real-time rigid body dynamics pipeline capable of running on
a separate thread, only requiring the main thread to regenerate mispredicted
state.

4

Figure 1.3: Invalidation of the buffer containing predicted state when an
unpredictable change happens to the simulation state.
2. An application programming interface (API) to integrate custom body movement logic with the prediction engine, ensuring that state invalidation occurs
only when inputs to the simulation change.

The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows: In Chapter 2, we describe the
background of real-time physics simulation and provide a brief survey of the state of
the art. Chapter 3 gives an overview of the design of our simulator, describing how
we made high-level design decisions and explaining how our technique fits within a
typical interactive application pipeline. Chapter 4 describes the implementation of
our technique, elaborating on the core data structures and algorithms used to drive
the simulation. Chapter 5 presents and analyzes experimental results, and Chapter
6 concludes the paper and describes potential directions for future work. Chapter 7
includes a scientific dissipation describing where our work has been published.
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Chapter 2
BACKGROUND

2.1

Real-Time Physics Simulation and its Uses

In a general sense, physics simulation can be described as computationally simulating the physical world on a computer. Software libraries that provide the necessary utilities to perform physics simulation are frequently referred to as “physics
engines”. Physics is a diverse field composed of multiple disciplines, and this is
reflected by the variety of techniques used to perform different types of physics simulation [9, 22, 23, 24]. However the term “physics engine” typically refers to software
simulating dynamics, which involves classical bodies responding to forces and mechanical interactions with each other.
Physics engines are frequently used in scientific applications, animation, and video
games [4, 5, 6]. In many applications, viewing the simulation result as it is being
computed is not a requirement. In such cases, performance sacrifices can be made
in order to achieve more accurate or convincing results. This is especially true of
animated films, where the time it takes to simulate a single simulation step is generally
negligible compared to the time it takes to render a frame.
Contrarily, video games are interactive by nature and often have simulated physics
influenced by player input. Modern games, generally designed to run at 60 frames
per second (FPS), sacrifice accuracy of visual effects and other gameplay elements in
order to achieve acceptable performance. Physics simulation, being no exception to
this rule, must be calculated and rendered on the fly, i.e. in real-time.
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Even within the realm of physics simulation, there are many different types of physical
behaviors that computers are capable of approximating. Many physics engines support methods for approximating fluid dynamics and deformable bodies, also known as
“soft bodies”. However, since fluid dynamics and soft-body physics tend to be computationally expensive, their appearance in video games and other real-time applications
is limited. Contrarily, simulations of non-deformable bodies, or “rigid bodies” appear
frequently in video games. Since this thesis primarily focuses on physics simulation
in games, the scope of our discussion will be limited to rigid-body dynamics. That
said, expanding our technique to improve the performance of soft-body physics is an
area being considered for future work.

2.2

A Brief Survey of the State of the Art

Real-time physics engines have seen recent performance improvements through GPU
acceleration. NVIDIA’s PhysX was one of the first commercial physics engines to
utilize the GPU [12]. Other physics simulation libraries like the open-source Bullet
Physics Library have since followed suit [2]. In addition to supporting parallel physics
computation, modern physics engines have had decades of optimization around the
core algorithms driving the simulation. Since the focus of this project is a novel
technique to parallelize the physics pipeline, re-implementing the internals of a physics
solver is also outside the scope of this project. As such, where applicable, our physics
engine uses the Bullet Physics Library’s solver as a back end.
In addition to parallelization, recent research has made an effort to utilize artificial
intelligence to approximate physical scenarios [15, 17, 18, 21]. While these approaches
have been very effective in improving performance of notoriously expensive simulations like soft-body physics, they are constrained to the bounds of the training input.
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In other words, these techniques yield inaccurate results when simulating situations
unlike those encountered in training. As such, they have yet made a prominent appearance in industry.
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Chapter 3
DESIGN OVERVIEW

In this section, we give an overview of the high-level design of our simulation technique. Furthermore, we explain how our technique fits within a typical interactive
application pipeline.

3.1

Dynamics Pipeline Overview

In typical interactive applications, the application pipeline usually consists of a series
of sequentially executed stages, each of which provides critical information for the
next stage to proceed. Figure 3.1 illustrates an example of an application loop in
video games. Player inputs are required to execute game logic, which computes and
relays information to the physics engine. After the updated transforms for each body
are computed, the rendering stage can display the scene.
Without our technique, the stage dedicated to simulating physics must update the
entire simulation state so that objects are rendered with the most up-to-date transforms. Our technique offloads the physics simulation work to a separate thread, which
predicts future simulation state and stores it in a graph-based state buffer. Rather
than solving simulation state, the main thread only has to query simulation state for

Figure 3.1: An example of a video game application loop.
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display and regenerate mispredicted state. While the cost of these operations is not
discountable, it is marginal compared to the amount of time that would otherwise be
spent solving the entire simulation state.

3.2

The Predicted-State Graph

In this section, we discuss the shortfalls of naive state buffering techniques. Then,
we present our own state buffer representation that addresses issues with the naive
method.

3.2.1

Naive Buffering Shortcomings

A naive approach for buffering simulation state could use a separate thread to compute
the simulation several frames in advance, copying snapshots of the entire state for
every predicted simulation step into a ring buffer. The main thread would simply
read from the front of the buffer to determine the transforms of each object to render.
While this approach is easy to implement, it has several shortcomings.
First, any unpredictable change to the simulation state requires regeneration of the
entire buffer. Highly interactive video games requiring continuous input from the
player would invalidate the buffer nearly every frame, resulting in a serious performance degradation rather than improvement.
Even if we were to ignore the interactivity problem, game logic is constantly making
changes to the simulation state in order to make the game exhibit the desired behavior.
For example, in a car racing game, the game logic might compute the torque on the
rear wheels and the angles of the front wheels, and the physics engine would use that
information to compute the next position of the car. However, the physics engine
10

has no insight into the behavior of the game logic, so it can’t reasonably predict
the torque values and steering angles it will receive on the next frame. As such,
any game logic not integrated with the prediction engine would invalidate simulation
state, exacerbating the problem even further.
To make matters worse, the amount of memory used by the buffer scales linearly with
the number of frames being buffered. A small buffer running a single frame ahead
of the true game state would yield approximately a 2x memory footprint increase
for physics, which is likely acceptable for most applications. However, momentary
increases in simulation complexity would quickly deplete this buffer, requiring the
main thread to block until the simulation state is solved. As such, larger buffer sizes
are desirable to handle frame time variation, but this comes at the cost of using
significantly more memory.
In order to solve the shortcomings of the naive approach, our technique must meet
the following requirements:

1. Only state directly affected by unpredictable input gets invalidated. This minimizes the amount of state that needs to be recalculated when mispredictions
do occur.
2. Predicted state must include custom game state relevant to physics simulation
in order to minimize the frequency of state invalidation.
3. The state buffer must have the ability to selectively omit state without sacrificing the buffer’s overall integrity in order to reduce its memory footprint.
4. The buffer must have the ability to scale arbitrarily so it doesn’t deplete when
the simulation temporarily becomes too complex to compute in real-time.
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Rather than stepping the simulation such that all bodies can interact with each other,
we simulate each body separately in chunks of tw steps, where tw is a developer-defined
value. We then find overlaps between paths of motion between bodies to identify potential interactions. We introduce a predicted-state graph (PSG) data structure that
keeps track of the relationships between bodies over time to minimize the amount
of invalidated state per unpredictable change. These relationships include both discrete and continuous inter-body interactions. In addition, we provide a C++ API
to inject additional state into the PSG and define custom body movement logic that
gets integrated into the prediction engine. The PSG can keep its memory footprint
low by storing only state that is either difficult to recompute or crucial to preserve
correctness of the simulation. Finally, the PSG does not use a fixed-size buffer, and
can dynamically change size depending on simulation conditions. Each of these components works together to meet all the precedent requirements.

3.2.2

PSG Structure

The PSG is composed of three types of nodes: bodies, sweeps, and outcomes.
Body nodes contain time independent data pertaining to a rigid body, including its
mass and shape. Sweep nodes, which are perhaps the most critical part of the PSG,
represent the predicted state of a body, including the path the body takes, an axisaligned bounding box (AABB) encapsulating the extents of the body as it travels
the path, and the initial and final times of the path known as ti and tf respectively.
Outcome nodes represent critical changes to the predicted state of one or more bodies.
Such changes include instantaneous collisions between two bodies, the creation or
termination of ongoing relationships between bodies, and the end of a sweep’s lifetime.
Figure 3.2 demonstrates an example showing the relationships between nodes in the
PSG. The circles represent body nodes, the “root” nodes of the PSG. The squares
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Figure 3.2: An example PSG demonstrating a sequence of discrete interactions between three bodies. First, bodies A and B collide, then B and
C, and finally A and B once more.
represent sweep nodes. The triangles are outcome nodes representing an interaction
between two bodies. Finally, the pentagons represent “expiration” outcomes, which
generate new sweeps when their parent sweeps were not involved in another type of
outcome. Expiration outcome nodes are a necessary part of the PSG, since sweeps
have a finite time range.
If a body is invalidated, e.g. from unpredictable user input, all nodes reachable by
the invalidated body node are removed, leaving only nodes that were not impacted
by the initial change to simulation state. The solver thread is continuously generating state with a target buffer limit defined by time constant tb beyond the current
simulation time tn . Thus, when part of the PSG gets invalidated, the solver thread
will automatically prioritize the missing state to catch back up to tn + tb .
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3.3

The Solver

In this section, we provide an overview of the mechanisms and concepts involved in
the execution of the solver pipeline. Then, we describe each stage in the pipeline to
provide context for the next chapter.

3.3.1

The Event Queue

Predicted interactions are solved in order of time of impact (TOI) when possible in order to minimize the frequency of mispredictions. When a new sweep is generated with
an AABB that overlaps that of another sweep, we quickly find the estimated time
of impact (ETOI) which is the lower bound of the actual time of impact (ATOI).
Acceleration structures can be used to organize sweeps in a spatial hierarchy and
increase the performance of sweep overlap detection. Since the ETOI is usually sufficient to determine the order of two interactions, the simulator uses a queue known as
the “event queue” prioritized by ETOI to process events. When the event with the
earliest ETOI is within the user-defined time constant tb from the visual simulation
time tn , its ATOI is solved. If the ATOI is less than the next event’s ETOI, the
earliest event has been found. This algorithm is described in more detail in the next
chapter.
In addition to tracking interactions between bodies, the event queue contains “expiration” events linked with the final time of every generated sweep. These events act
as a mechanism to extend sweeps if there aren’t any predicted interactions with other
bodies.
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3.3.2

Sweep Groups

When bodies cannot be trivially separated from each other, generating their sweeps
separately would make the PSG explode with complexity. This is detrimental to the
efficiency of the physics engine for multiple reasons. First, since most of the predicted
state being generated for each sweep is going unused, the memory footprint of the
PSG increases dramatically. In addition, bloating the PSG makes algorithms driving
the prediction engine less computationally efficient. Finally, in the case where it’s
impossible to separate bodies without an iterative solver, the solver thread may halt
execution. Thus, rather than always generating sweeps independently of each other,
we can selectively group and compute them using an iterative collision solver akin to
those found in the state of the art. Since group metadata is stored in the PSG, groups
can be formed, reassigned, and disbanded over time in order to keep group sizes as
small as possible. Figure 3.3 demonstrates a scenario in which sweep grouping would
be used to improve the effectiveness of our technique. When bodies are stacked or
otherwise undergoing continuous contact, grouping their sweeps helps minimize the
number of nodes in the PSG required to compute state through tn + tb .

3.3.3

The Solver Pipeline

A solver thread is dedicated to continuously repeating a sequence of operations known
as the “solver pipeline” in order to generate predicted state. This pipeline is what
allows the main thread to perform as little work as possible to avoid blocking the rest
of the application loop with dynamics computation. Following is a brief description
of the purpose of each stage in the pipeline:
Polling the Event Queue: The solver thread continuously searches for the first
event in the event queue whose ETOI is less than tn + tb . As soon as such an event is
15

Figure 3.3: A comparison between PSGs with and without grouping.
Stacked bodies A, B, and C are undergoing continuous contact with each
other.
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found that meets all other criteria for being solved, the pipeline’s execution proceeds
with the identified earliest event.
Computing the Event’s Result: This stage computes the new state of each body
involved in the event. In the case of “extension” events, the new state is simply the
last state in the existing sweep. For events involving interactions between two or
more bodies, the result contains the states of each body just after the interaction.
Assigning Sweep Groups: Based on heuristics analyzing recent states of each
body, bodies are partitioned into individually-simulated groups.
Generating Sweeps: New sweeps are generated on a per-group basis. This stage
computes each sweep’s AABB and may cache snapshots of each body’s state as it
travels its path depending on the computational efficiency of computing the body’s
motion.
Detecting Overlapping Sweeps: For each new sweep, a list of sweeps with overlapping AABBs is generated.
Generating New Events: New events are added to the event queue from AABB
overlaps that indicate the possibility of a collision. “Extension” events are also created
for each sweep.
Finalizing States: For all outcomes with a TOI less than or equal to that of tn , the
outcome’s result sweeps become the root sweeps of their respective bodies.
Figure 3.4 provides a visual illustration of the pipeline and how it gets run in parallel
with the main thread. The main thread accesses simulation state through proxy objects that provide access to the last frame’s simulation state and allow buffering write
operations into a query for the current frame. Rather than simulating dynamics, the
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Figure 3.4: An overview of the solver pipeline and how the main thread
interacts with it.
main thread submits its query to the physics engine, which regenerates mispredicted
state synchronously.
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Chapter 4
IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we discuss in detail the core algorithms and mechanisms used to drive
the simulation. Furthermore, we describe some important implementation details
relating to the efficiency of the simulator.

4.1

Invalidation and The Multiverse

As stated in Chapter 3, an invalidated body caused by an unpredictable change to
the simulation state results in the invalidation and removal of all reachable nodes in
the PSG. However, when the PSG is regenerated to update state through tn + tb , it’s
possible for newly-generated state to conflict with existing state that was not affected
by the initial invalidation. These conflicts need to be resolved so the predictive solver
can proceed.
One solution is to remove the outcome node with the latest TOI and all its descendants, since the earliest outcome should take precedence when the prediction is
finalized. However, if a successive invalidation removes the new earliest outcome, it
could render the originally-removed outcome valid again. In order to avoid performing additional AABB overlap checks to revive the original event, we could associate
each outcome node with the event that created it, allowing events to persist even after
they’ve been removed from the event queue. When one outcome overrides another,
it takes responsibility of the overridden outcome’s event. A successive invalidation
to the new outcome would add the event of the outcome it was overriding back into
the queue. Unfortunately, this solution still requires that the originally-removed out19

come and its descendants get regenerated, an operation that becomes increasingly
expensive as the number of descendants of the original outcome node increases.
Our implementation uses an approach that avoids recomputing outcomes that were
thrown away. Rather than limiting sweeps to having a single outcome node, they may
have an arbitrary number of outcomes. When a conflict occurs, the new outcome is
simply added to the sweep’s “potential outcomes” list. We call this approach the
“multiverse” approach, since the PSG may contain multiple versions of the predicted
simulation state, the correct one unknown until finalization. However, solving events
for sweeps in all universes is computationally infeasible, since a single conflict could
result in the PSG exploding with all possible permutations of outcomes.
To overcome this, each sweep stores its potential outcomes list as a queue prioritized
by TOI, the outcome at the front of the queue being the “impending” outcome. In
order to decide whether an event should be solved, we need to determine if any of
an event’s involved sweeps contains a non-impending ancestor outcome. If such an
outcome is identified, this means that the event is not in the “first” universe, so it
does not get solved.
However, this raises an additional question: How can we efficiently determine if a
sweep has a non-impending ancestor outcome? The obvious approach is to traverse
the PSG upward from the sweep node and analyze each outcome until the root body
is reached. Unfortunately, in the common case where the sweep is in the first universe,
this technique would need to exhaustively search all ancestors. Thus, this method is
too computationally expensive to run on a frequent basis.
The approach we chose adds a “universe depth” to each sweep. When an outcome
becomes non-impending, the universe depth for all its descendant sweeps increments.
Likewise, the universe depth decrements when an outcome becomes impending after
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being non-impending. When a sweep’s universe depth becomes non-zero, all its associated events get removed from the event queue. And, when a sweep’s universe depth
becomes zero, all its associated events involving only sweeps with a universe depth of
zero are added back into the event queue. This approach ensures that each event in
the queue is in the first universe, meaning no traversal of the PSG is required while
polling the event queue. The PSG traversals that do occur during outcome conflicts
are fastest in the most common case where the subtree depth of the non-impending
outcome is small.
Figure 4.1 illustrates an example of invalidating the PSG and regenerating state
that utilizes the multiverse mechanism. Invalidated nodes are filled red, and newlygenerated nodes are filled green. Step 3 in the figure shows the conflict between
the collision outcome and the extension outcome for body C. Step 4 demonstrates
the collision outcome becoming the impending outcome and the extension outcome
becoming excluded from further prediction.

4.2

Polling the Event Queue

The first stage in the solver pipeline is finding the earliest event in the event queue.
Since events are prioritized by estimated time of impact (ETOI), the true order of
events may be different than the queue’s ordering. In other words, one event may
have an ETOI less than that of another event, but the other event may have a lower
ATOI. We can take advantage of the property that the ETOI is guaranteed to be
a lower bound of the actual time of impact (ATOI) in order to find the earliest
event efficiently. Algorithm 1 demonstrates how this property is utilized to efficiently
discover the event with the earliest ATOI.
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Figure 4.1: PSG invalidation and regeneration in the multiverse approach.
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Algorithm 1: Polling the event queue
Input: The event queue
Output: The earliest event in the queue, or nil (no event)
1

event0 ← nil;

2

toi0 ← ∞;

3

foreach eventi in the queue do

4

if etoi of eventi ≥ toi0 then
/* The earliest ETOI in the queue is greater than the earliest
calculated ATOI, so we must have found the first event.

5

6

*/

break;
if atoi of eventi is not solved then
/* Even if we solve more than one ATOI to find the earliest event, we
can reuse the result in successive polls.

7

8

*/

solve the atoi of eventi ;
if atoi of eventi < 0 then
/* In solving the ATOI, we discovered that the event doesn’t actually
happen (e.g.

9
10

11

a collision was estimated but never occurred).

*/

delete eventi ;
continue;
if eventi would not create an imminent outcome then
/* The event currently has no effect on the PSG, so remove it from
the queue until it becomes relevant again.

12

remove eventi from the queue;

13

continue;

14

event0 ← eventi ;

15

toi0 ← atoi of eventi ;

16

return event0
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*/

A notable aspect of Algorithm 1 is the skipping and removal of events that would
create non-imminent outcomes. If any associated sweep of an event has an imminent
outcome with a TOI earlier than the event’s ATOI, then the outcome node generated
by the event would not exist in the most probable universe, so it gets skipped and
removed from the event queue until an invalidation renders the event relevant again.
It might seem that this analysis can happen before adding the event to the queue in
the first place, but this would require computing the event’s ATOI before inserting
it into the queue, defeating one of the primary purposes of the queue. Using only
ETOI for this analysis is insufficient since an event may have an ETOI indicating
imminence but an ATOI indicating non-imminence.

4.3

Overlap Generation

Overlaps are occurrences in which two sweeps have intersecting AABBs and time
ranges, and a collision between the involved bodies is estimated to occur. Since
overlaps initiate the generation of outcome nodes between bodies in the PSG, which
requires adding an event to the event queue and ultimately solving for the actual TOI,
it’s important to efficiently detect and ignore overlapping sweep pairs that don’t result
in a collision. Since sweep data is immutable and doesn’t change across simulation
steps, new sweep overlaps can only occur when new sweeps are created. This gives our
collision detection technique a performance advantage over state-of-the-art physics
engines, which need to check collisions between all pairs of bodies every simulation
step. However, since computing an estimated TOI between bodies can be expensive,
we need other criteria to efficiently eliminate sweeps that we can guarantee won’t
result in an interaction with the body in the new sweep.
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Octrees, which are common data structures used for 3-dimensional spacial partitioning, can be used to search for overlapping AABBs in logarithmic time rather than
linear time. If we treat the sweep time range as an additional dimension, it could be
possible to extend the tree to 16 dimensions so sweeps with overlapping time ranges
can also be efficiently identified. However, doing so was outside the scope of this
thesis and serves as an area for future investigation.
While structures like octrees may speed up overlap detection, there are still hazards
to account for to avoid generating overlaps for impossible interactions. Some of these
hazards indicating false overlaps are obvious:

1. Sweeps sharing the same root body
2. Sweeps generated in the same group1

However, there is an additional hazard that could brick the entire simulation if left
unaccounted for. Consider the PSG illustrated by figure 4.2. It’s entirely plausible
that sweep 2 has an AABB that geometrically intersects that of sweep 1. Furthermore,
their time ranges may also overlap if the child outcome of sweep 1 was generated with
a sufficiently early TOI. However, it’s clear that such an overlap would be paradoxical;
sweep 2 cannot reasonably overlap with sweep 1, since sweep 1 contributed to the
creation of sweep 2. Contrarily, the case in which sweep 2 overlaps with sweep 3
would be completely reasonable. Therefore, in order for an overlap to be valid, both
sweeps must have the same origin outcome involving the pair of bodies in question,
or neither sweep should have any parent outcome involving the other body. This
prevents overlaps from being created in which one sweep is a descendant of another.
We implement this by performing a PSG search upward from each sweep node. A
potentially more performant approach could be utilizing a data structure for each
1

Sweep groups are described in a later section.
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Figure 4.2: Determining if a sweep pair can generate a valid overlap.
sweep that maps bodies to the last ancestor outcome involving that body. Analyzing
the trade-offs between these two approaches is a potential area of future work.
After a pair of sweeps is determined to be capable of forming a valid outcome, we solve
for the estimated TOI (ETOI) of the collision by determining if the distance between
the center of each body falls within the sum of the bounding radii of both bodies at
any time in the sweeps’ overlapping time ranges. Our implementation performs these
distance checks in time increments of the specified simulation time step t∆ . Figure 4.3
demonstrates a two-dimensional example of how ETOI is computed. In the example,
the triangular and rectangular bodies have bounding radii that intersect for the first
time at t = 3. Thus, since the bounding radii represent the max extents of each body,
we know that it’s impossible for the bodies’ collision shapes to overlap at t = 3 − 1,
just before the intersection. Therefore, the computed ETOI is at t = 2.
For bodies with simple motion or sufficiently small sweep time ranges, it may be
possible to perform a binary search to find the step at which the bodies’ bounding
26

radii overlap in logarithmic time, but this optimization was outside the scope of this
thesis. If the bounding radii never intersect, the overlap is discarded. Otherwise,
the overlap event is generated and added to the event queue if the estimated TOI
indicates the possibility of creating a new imminent outcome. Algorithm 2 documents
the complete overlap generation process.
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Figure 4.3: A two-dimensional illustration for computing the ETOI of two
overlapping sweeps. The bounding radii for the bodies intersect at t = 3,
so the computed ETOI is t = 2.
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Algorithm 2: Generating overlap events
Input: The newly-created sweep and the sweeps with overlapping AABBs
1

sweepnew ← the newly created sweep;

2

sweepsintersecting ← the sweeps with AABBs intersecting that of sweepnew ;

3

foreach sweepi in sweepsintersecting do

4
5

if sweepi and sweepnew are grouped or share a root body then
continue;

6

ti ← max(ti of sweepi , ti of sweepnew );

7

tf ← min(tf of sweepi , tf of sweepnew );

8

if ti ≥ tf then
/* The time ranges of the two sweeps don’t overlap.

9

continue;

10

outcomea ← findOriginOutcomeWithBody(sweepi , body of sweepnew );

11

outcomeb ← findOriginOutcomeWithBody(sweepnew , body of sweepi );

12

if outcomea ̸= outcomeb then

13

continue;

14

etoi ← solveEstimatedToi(sweepi , sweepnew , ti , tf );

15

if etoi < 0 then
/* The bodies never collide.

16

*/

continue;

17

overlap ← makeOverlap(etoi, sweepi , sweepnew );

18

if sweepnew and sweepi are in the first universe then

19
20

21

*/

if etoi would create an imminent outcome then
add overlap to the event queue;
return overlaps
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4.4

Prediction Engine API

In order for our physics engine to be useful in a wide variety of domains, we need to
provide an API to control and mutate the simulation state programmatically. The
API would include features like defining body characteristics, adding and removing
bodies from simulation, and applying forces to bodies.
However, calls to this API are difficult to predict when invoked from external logic,
even if the such logic is not driven by unpredictable player input. For example, an
AI-driven physics entity in a game might have theoretically predictable movement,
but without any insight into the movement logic itself, any API calls made by the
entity’s logic would invalidate predicted state pertaining to the entity. This might
be acceptable for a single entity, but imagine a swarm of bodies all using the API to
control their movement. In such a case, the predictive solver would cause a severe
performance degradation rather than an improvement, since all predicted state would
be invalidated every frame.
To combat this problem, we’ve created a C++ API to integrate custom body movement logic into the prediction engine. The goal of this API is to ensure that bodies
are only invalidated when the unpredictable state controlling their movement changes.
As such, we’ve structured the API in a manner that encourages explicit declaration
of the mutable, unpredictable state required by predicted logic. If the predicted logic
accesses mutable state not declared using our API, no guarantees can be made about
the correctness of the predicted movement. Therefore, we utilize metaprogramming
to statically verify the use of mutable state in predicted logic as much as possible at
compile-time.
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4.4.1

API Structure and Usage

In order to use custom prediction logic, the application must first provide an “input
source,” which is defined using a C++ tuple where each item represents a separate, identifiable input accessible to the predicted simulation logic. Different modules within the custom prediction logic can request subsets of inputs from the input
source. This way, changes to an input only invalidate custom predicted state with a
dependency on that specific input. Our implementation supports up to 32 distinct
simulation inputs.
The predicted logic itself is defined using our BodyState API which utilizes C++’s
template metaprogramming features to provide zero-cost abstractions for specifying
which inputs the logic depends on. Predicted logic modules are declared as C++
classes that extend the BodyState class. Each class must override a step() method
that gets generated at compile-time with a signature providing the requested inputs.
The step() method, which contains logic for controlling a single body, is used by the
prediction engine to compute sweeps for any body utilizing the defined BodyState.
Class member fields can be used to persist state between calls to the step() method,
and those fields will be included as part of the predicted state stored in the PSG.
Custom prediction logic and state is specified on a per-body basis. The prediction
logic controlling a body can even be hot-swapped at runtime, allowing the behavior
of bodies to change dramatically as the simulation progresses. However, doing so will
obviously invalidate all predicted state for the body.
Appendix A shows a complete example for the usage of the custom prediction logic
API.
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4.4.2

Restrictions of the API

There exist several constraints on the ways in which our API can be used. First,
as mentioned earlier, our API requires that all external, mutable state used by predicted logic is declared in the “input source”. This means that predicted logic cannot
communicate bi-directionally with unpredicted logic. However, it could be possible
in the future to support communication between predicted logic modules controlling
different bodies.
The other major constraint is that predicted logic must be free of side-effects with the
exception of mutating fields in the class deriving BodyState. There are subtle ways to
violate this rule that can be tricky to catch. For instance, fields used to persist state
between step() calls cannot be pointers, since only the pointers themselves would
be cached as part of the sweep, not the data they’re pointing to. As such, memory
usage patterns like heap allocation can be risky when performed in predicted logic.

4.4.3

Invalidating Custom Predicted State

When a new set of inputs is provided to the physics engine, we need to determine
which inputs have changed in order to invalidate bodies depending on the changed
inputs. To do this efficiently, a bit mask is generated for each unique set of inputs
in use by predicted logic modules. Another bit mask is generated for the inputs
that have changed since the previous simulation step. To determine if a body was
invalidated by an input change, we can simply perform a bitwise AND operation on
both bit masks, and if the result is non-zero, the body gets invalidated. Each mask
contains 32 bits, which is why we support up to 32 unique simulation inputs. Figure
4.4 demonstrates how bit masks are used to determine which bodies to invalidate
based on the inputs that changed. From the last frame to the current frame, the
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Figure 4.4: Determining which bodies have invalidated state using bit
masks.
buttons “A” and “X” flipped and the vertical axis on the analog stick changed value.
Body 1 contains custom body state logic that reads the “A” and “B” buttons and
both analog stick axes, so its state gets invalidated because its set of inputs includes
some of the changed inputs. Contrarily, body 2 does not become invalidated since
the “B” button and horizontal analog stick axis did not change value.

4.5

State Caching

One major drawback of the naive buffering approach is that each buffered frame
stores an entire copy of the simulation state in memory. This characteristic severely
limits the size of the buffer, since a buffer of size n results in the increase in memory
dedicated to simulation by approximately n times. As presented so far, our approach
has the same memory characteristics as the naive approach. However, our graph33

based representation can be used to selectively omit buffered state from the PSG in
order to be memory-efficient.
As mentioned previously, sweep nodes contain a representation of the body’s state as
it travels the path encapsulated by the sweep’s AABB. The obvious representation
analogous to that of the naive approach involves buffering the body’s transform and
custom state in snapshots as the body travels the path. However, only a small part
of solver pipeline requires the existence of such a representation, and it’s not unusual
for the cached path to be read only a couple times throughout its lifetime.
One critical characteristic we can utilize about the behavior of PSG generation is
its determinism. Given some initial state for a body, all sweeps generated from that
initial state will be identical. This is true even for custom body controllers created
using our prediction API, since these controllers are designed to be free of side effects.
Pretend for a moment that the state of a body at any time in a sweep can be evaluated
on-the-fly at a negligible computational cost. Clearly, no buffer would be required to
store the predicted path information, since any buffer lookup could be replaced with
a dynamically-computed state from the initial state in the sweep. Thus, the memory
efficiency of the PSG would improve dramatically; a PSG without buffers would have
a reduced memory footprint by a factor of tw .
While not all types of bodies have states that can be evaluated at a negligible computational cost, we have evaluated three tiers of body state computational difficulty:

1. Trivial: Any state in the sweep can be evaluated analytically with time complexity O(1).
2. Simple: The state can be computed efficiently with time complexity O(n),
where n is the step index of the state in the sweep.
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3. Complex: The state cannot be computed efficiently.

Bodies with trivial state computational difficulty can utilize sweeps that cache only
the initial state in the path as described previously. Undisturbed bodies in free fall
or undergoing a constant total force and torque have state that can be triviallycomputed.
Simple computational difficulty applies for bodies with states that must be evaluated
iteratively. This means that, given a sweep’s initial state, it takes tw iterations to
compute the final state. Since the final state is utilized in cases where outcomes are
created from extension events, sweeps for bodies with simple computational state
cache both the initial and final states. The most common examples of states with
simple computational difficulty are custom body states defined using our prediction
API. However, custom body states may also fall into the complex category depending
on the computational cost of the custom logic generating the states. Our API provides
a way to indicate that custom prediction logic is complex so its generated states
get cached. Integrating runtime performance analysis into the prediction engine to
dynamically determine the complexity of custom prediction logic is an area of future
work.
Complex state is too costly to re-compute, so a snapshot of the body’s state at each
step in the path gets cached. Grouped sweeps are always considered to have complex
state, since re-evaluating the state of a body for a grouped sweep requires evaluating
the states of all other sweeps in the group. Grouped sweeps are discussed in greater
detail in the next section.
Figure 4.5 demonstrates examples of body movement that are associated with each
cache type. The “trivial” example demonstrates a body in free fall. Since the state
of the body can be evaluated analytically, only the initial state needs to be cached to
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Figure 4.5: The three types of state caches.
efficiently compute any future state. The “simple” example shows a platform being
controlled by custom movement logic. The movement is efficient to compute but
cannot be evaluated analytically. Thus, both the initial and final states are cached so
an O(n) time complexity evaluation does not need to occur if the sweep gets extended.
Finally, the “complex” example demonstrates a stack of boxes falling over. Snapshots
for every state in each body’s sweep are cached since computing the motion of each
body requires an iterative solver. Thus, the memory trade-off is worthwhile to avoid
recomputing states.

4.6

Sweep Grouping

There are some cases in which solving a collision between two bodies is impossible
by simply computing the ATOI and storing the outcome in the PSG. As a simple
example, consider a ball with a coefficient of restitution less than 1 bouncing on the
ground. As the ball loses energy, the bounces become more frequent and the number of
outcome nodes in the PSG increases exponentially. Eventually, the number of events
to solve within a single simulation step grows to a value infeasible to compute in real-
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time, and the simulation halts. Even if the ball were to be manipulated just before the
simulation halted, the size of the PSG would have still grown to an unreasonable size
since each sweep represents a fixed duration regardless of the timing of the next event.
As such, any situation involving frequent interactions between bodies has potential
to make the PSG explode with complexity.
Most simulations of reasonable complexity are going to encounter this problem. Consider further the case in which several boxes are stacked on top of each other. The
number of discrete collisions between each box is virtually infinite, so our solver could
not handle this relatively simple case.
To solve this problem, let’s recall the purpose of the PSG. Our goal is to describe
relationships between bodies over time so we can efficiently determine which parts of
the simulation state need to be invalidated when an unpredictable change happens. If
a group of two or more bodies are constantly interacting with each other, then surely
an unpredictable change to any of those bodies would invalidate the entire group. In
fact, the PSG provides virtually no useful information in this case, since sweeps for
each body in the group would be reachable from any root PSG node of any other
bodies in the group. In other words, using a PSG is no more effective than the naive
approach for this group of bodies.
The solution is to introduce a fundamental new concept into our physics engine: sweep
groups. Rather than generating sweeps independent from each other, sweeps can be
generated in concert, where the data for each sweep is computed using an iterative
solver. Since implementing such a solver could be its own thesis, we’ve decided to use
the Bullet Physics Library’s solver as a back end. There is a small amount of overhead
associated with converting our simulation representation to Bullet’s, so implementing
our own solver is another area of future work.
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4.6.1

Grouping Criteria

Since grouped sweeps are considered “complex”, their states are buffered rather than
computed on-the-fly when needed. As such, keeping group sizes as small as possible
is important to keep predicted state memory-efficient. Therefore, an effective set of
grouping criteria is required.
Sometimes, the innate configuration of a system of bodies makes their grouping obvious. For example, if two bodies have a joint connecting each other, then their sweeps
should always be generated together. Other times, sweep group assignments require
additional heuristics analysis. For instance, the stacked boxes example doesn’t have
any defining characteristics that indicate that the boxes should be grouped. Furthermore, if a box gets removed from the stack, it should get removed from the group.
As such, group membership should be mutable and represented as part of the PSG.
We explored multiple avenues for assigning sweep groups. During the initial implementation phase, a particularly challenging problem we faced was the simulation
halting due to an unsolvable collision between two or more bodies. Thankfully, occurrences of halting could be identified by determining if more than one event for
the same pair of bodies was solved in a single simulation step. While this method
sometimes led to false positives, it was an inclusive enough heuristic that grouping
bodies by it solved our halting issues.
However, the analysis required by this heuristic is inefficient for two reasons. First, it
requires the searching the PSG upward for every solved outcome. The more interactions there are per simulation step, the less efficient this operation becomes. Second,
it requires that the PSG already begin its descent into complexity before the grouping
is recognized. This becomes especially troublesome if the body has “complex” state,
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since each additional sweep that gets generated must have its state snapshots stored
in memory, even though those snapshots never get used.
Our revised approach, which is what our current implementation uses, solves both of
these issues. When an “overlap” event gets solved as an outcome node, the generated
sweeps have time ranges equal to the minimum sweep range of the outcome’s parent
sweeps divided by two. Contrarily, when an “extension” event gets solved, the new
sweep has a time range double that of the previous sweep, capped at tw . If the
computed sweep range falls below some value tw,min , then the sweeps in the event are
grouped. This technique does not require analysis of the PSG, and groups can be
identified before the PSG starts its descent into complexity.

4.6.2

Ungrouping Criteria

As stated previously, keeping group sizes as small as possible is important for maintaining solver performance. Thus, ungrouping criteria must be effective and efficient
to compute. Our technique uses a disjoint-set to determine how a single group repartitions into smaller sub-groups over time. Before each sweep in a group is generated, a disjoint-set is created, and each body is assigned its own set within the greater
disjoint-set. As the group is being simulated to generate sweep data, collisions between two bodies result in the union of their sets. By the end of sweep generation, the
sets within the disjoint-set represent the future groupings when the generated sweeps
expire.

4.6.3

Group Reassignment

Even after determining that an outcome should contain grouped sweeps, the simulator
still needs to determine which sweeps should be included in the group; two overlapping
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sweeps might already be members in their own separate groups, so those groups would
need to be combined in a way that keeps the new group as small as possible. The
simple approach would be to union both groups entirely, generating a shared outcome
for all parent sweeps and computing all child sweeps as a single group. However, this
can result in huge numbers of unrelated sweeps being grouped together because each
group’s disjoint-set is being ignored. Therefore, the better approach is to union
the sets for each parent sweep’s body to create the new group. However, since the
disjoint-set indicates group membership at the end of the time range of the sweep,
over-grouping can still occur. An area of future work could be investigating an efficient
way to track future group membership of bodies by time in the path.

4.7

State Finalization

Most of the discussion in this chapter has been around constructing predicted simulation state, but an important aspect of the simulation is finalizing predicted state
when it becomes reality. Our physics engine keeps a sorted queue of outcomes prioritized by TOI. At the end of the solver pipeline, we pop outcomes from the priority
queue whose TOI is greater than or equal to tn , the current simulation time. For each
popped outcome, we set each involved body’s root sweep to its respective child sweep
of the outcome, since the prediction has become reality. We then destroy the parent
sweeps for the outcome and all their child outcomes, since those outcomes were not
impending. Any events involving removed sweeps are removed from the event queue
and deallocated. This whole procedure is relatively computationally inexpensive, so
it can run either on the solver thread or the main thread without a significant performance difference. That said, the advantage of performing this operation on the
solver thread is that the main thread doesn’t spend time managing the PSG and
can unblock slightly sooner. However, since new finalizations can only occur when
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the main thread advances, the solver thread would frequently waste a small amount
of time at the end of its pipeline checking the outcome list for nodes ready to be
finalized. Comparing the two implementations in detail is a potential area of future
work.

4.8

Main Thread Responsibilities

Previous sections in this chapter have focused on the implementation of the predictive
solver, which can be run in a separate thread. In this section, we focus on the
responsibilities left over for the main thread.

4.8.1

Querying the Simulation State

Given that the simulation state is generated and managed by the solver thread, the
main thread needs an avenue to both retrieve and mutate simulation state in a threadsafe manner. At the same time, we want to abstract away the fact that the simulation
is multi-threaded in order to keep our API as easy-to-use as possible. To achieve this
goal, our API exposes proxy objects for reading and manipulating the state of bodies.
Proxy object state affected by the predicted simulation result is populated by the main
thread by evaluating state in the body’s root sweep. If state finalization happens on
the main thread, reading state from a body’s root sweep is guaranteed to be threadsafe because the solver thread cannot mutate the body’s root sweep. Thus, the proxy
object can be updated from simulation state without a locking mechanism.
Any write operations performed on proxy objects are accumulated until the next
simulation step executes. Since write operations cannot be predicted by the solver
thread, a misprediction occurs.
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4.8.2

Handling Mispredictions

When a proxy object contains pending write operations, affected predicted state must
be invalidated. Furthermore, since the main thread needs the most current information in order to render the correct simulation state, the PSG must be repopulated
enough for the main thread to continue execution. To achieve this, the main thread
acquires a lock, momentarily preventing the solver thread from mutating the PSG.
Then, the main thread invalidates the PSG as described in figure 4.1. After invalidation, the main thread generates new root sweeps for invalidated bodies, so it may
continue execution with up-to-date simulation state. Finally, the lock is released so
the solver thread may continue.
Note that the since the main thread is not required to solve events, poll the event
queue, or even generate overlaps, the computational workload required by the main
thread when handling mispredictions is kept minimal. In addition, the PSG enables
the solver thread to quickly re-compute only the state directly invalidated by the
change, so it can quickly pick up where it left off before the misprediction.
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Chapter 5
RESULTS

Figure 5.1: Screenshots of the benchmarking setup running in our simulator (left) and Bullet (right).
To validate the effectiveness of our technique, we ran our simulation on multiple test
scenarios, measuring average simulation step time and memory usage. These scenarios were designed to test how our simulator performs under variations to different
controlled variables:

1. Total number of bodies
2. Misprediction frequency
3. Body radius

Each scenario is a variation of a scene containing spherical rigid bodies frequently
bouncing off each other while contained in a box as illustrated in Figure 5.1. This
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simulation setup was chosen because it stress-tests the our simulator in the following
ways:

1. Sweep groups are frequently created, reassigned, and disbanded.
2. The PSG is complex due to the simulation’s chaotic nature, maximizing the
amount of invalidated state during mispredictions.
3. Sphere-sphere collision detection is fast, so differences in performance can be
associated with physics engine architecture differences, not collision hull intersection checking algorithms.

We simulate interactivity by implementing custom body prediction logic that applies
a force to the attached body depending on the provided input. The custom logic also
constrains the position of each body to a cube-shaped region, simulating six planes
enclosing the simulation. The simulation’s inputs are randomized on a per-frame
basis, and misprediction frequency is adjusted by controlling how many bodies have
custom prediction logic that depends on the input source. For each test, we set the tb
and tw constants to 3 and 5 steps respectively, since these were experimentally found
to be optimal in most cases. A mechanism for dynamically-adjusting tb and tw may
yield even better results than what were measured.
For each scenario, we measured the performance of the following physics engine configurations:

1. Our physics engine with our prediction technique enabled
2. Our physics engine with prediction turned off
3. The open-source Bullet Physics Library
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We benchmark our simulator with prediction turned off in order to determine the
effectiveness of our prediction technique rather than the underlying physics engine
implementation, since we forewent many optimizations present in the state of the
art to keep this thesis in scope. However, to find out how close our physics engine
performs to the state of the art, we also benchmark the Bullet Physics Library, a
popular open-source physics engine. Figure 5.1 shows screenshots of the 1,000-body
test scenario running in our simulator (left) and the Bullet Physics Library (right).
The blue and green boxes surrounding each body in the left image visualize sweep
AABBs, and the white lines show the predicted paths of motion for each body. The
simulation in the right image is rendered using the Bullet Physics Library’s debug
drawing interface. The wireframe spheres are the shapes of the bodies being simulated
and the red boxes are AABBs encapsulating the extents of each body.
All memory benchmarks were taken using the Microsoft Visual Studio Heap Profiling
tools. The simulation step time benchmarks were taken using the C++ time API
std::chrono::high_resolution_clock. All timing benchmarks were taken on optimized builds. The tests were performed on a Windows 11 PC with 16.0 GB RAM
and an Intel Core i7-8700K CPU @ 3.70 GHz.
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5.1

Measurements

Table 5.1: Comparing simulation step time in a simulation with a varying
number of spherical bodies with a 1 meter radius in a 60x60x60 meter
container.
Step Time w/ Varying # of Bodies (typical interactivity1 )
Step Time (ms)
# Bodies
Ours Ours (no prediction)
Bullet
100
0.0100995
0.063476
0.128084
300
0.0337564
0.350239
0.411022
500
0.0528731
0.626182
0.667852
700
0.0763129
2.252943
1.317209
900
0.3295190
4.523391
1.733486
1100
1.590745
13.09378
2.501755
1300
4.335330
113.0715
3.842110
1500
10.86819
169.9188
3.941443

Figure 5.2: A visualization of simulation step times with a varying number
of bodies (lower is better) as presented in Table 5.1.

1

A single body is invalidated every frame. This simulates, for example, a player object being
controlled by a human providing frequently-changing input.
2

Measured in number of bodies directly invalidated by a misprediction, per frame.
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Table 5.2: Comparing memory usage in a simulation with a varying number of spherical bodies with a 1 meter radius in a 60x60x60 meter container.
Memory Usage w/ Varying # of Bodies (typical interactivity1 )
Average Memory Usage (bytes)
# Bodies
Ours Ours (no prediction)
Bullet
100
74,056
52,548
125,714
300
289,192
112,284
325,245
500
420,204
180,502
524,913
700
637,044
241,015
724,612
900
814,904
314,816
924,055
1100
906,596
376,890
1,123,419
1300
1,065,468
440,711
1,323,592
1500
1,189,684
514,966
1,523,844

Figure 5.3: A visualization of memory footprints with a varying number
of bodies (lower is better) as presented in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.3: Step time using our predictive technique in a simulation with
1,000 spherical bodies with varying misprediction frequency.
1,000 Bodies (high interactivity)
Misprediction Frequency2 Average Step Time (ms)
10
1.10895
20
2.03255
30
2.57776
40
3.84576
50
4.28976
60
4.32692
70
5.67811
80
5.83684

Figure 5.4: A visualization of step times with varying misprediction frequency (lower is better) in a 1,000 body simulation as presented in Table
5.3.
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Table 5.4: Step time using our predictive technique in a simulation with
500 spherical bodies with varying misprediction frequency.
500 Bodies (high interactivity)
Misprediction Frequency2 Average Step Time (ms)
10
0.080182
20
0.0908827
30
0.185603
40
0.219995
50
0.319411
60
0.359573
70
0.373417
80
0.418864

Figure 5.5: A visualization of step times with varying misprediction frequency (lower is better) in a 1,000 body simulation as presented in Table
5.4.
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Table 5.5: Comparing simulation step time in a simulation of 1,000 bodies
with a varying body radius in a 60x60x60 meter container.
Step Time w/ Varying Body Radius
Step Time (ms)
# Body Radius (m)
Ours Ours (no prediction)
0.1
0.183727
2.534991
0.3
0.200625
4.029335
0.5
0.212042
4.419452
0.7
0.246310
4.882829
0.9
0.406096
5.973656
1.1
0.568425
7.846390
1.3
0.994329
10.26882
1.5
1.908250
14.80357
1.7
2.804580
72.53466
1.9
5.339411
97.32195
2.1
10.07943
119.5834

Bullet
2.941023
3.002556
3.209128
3.346109
3.743452
3.894921
4.282674
4.400613
4.653074
4.637365
5.069461

Figure 5.6: A visualization of step times with varying body radius (lower
is better) in a 1,000 body simulation as presented in Table 5.5.
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5.2

Analysis

In this section, we analyze the presented results and draw conclusions about the
performance characteristics of our technique.

5.2.1

Performance with Typical Interactivity

In the 1,100-body scenarios presented in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, our physics engine with prediction enabled performed 8.23x faster than with prediction disabled,
demonstrating the effectiveness of the technique presented in this thesis. With the
simulation’s tw and tb values set to 5 and 3 respectively, we might expect between a
5-8x memory usage increase when prediction is enabled, but only a 2.4x increase was
measured due to the state caching techniques described in Chapter 4.
Compared to the Bullet Physics Library, our technique yields a 1.57x average reduction in time spent computing dynamics on the main thread in the 1,100-body
scenario. Our physics engine without prediction, however, was 5.23x slower, indicating that if we implement the optimizations used in Bullet, our physics engine could
yield even greater performance gains. Interestingly, our physics engine with prediction enabled used 0.8x as much memory as Bullet did in the 1,000-body test scenario.
This was initially a surprising result, since our technique stores multiple copies of
the simulation state. However, many of Bullet’s optimizations utilize data structures
with large memory footprints, which explains the disparity. If we were to apply these
same techniques to our physics engine, it would be expected that our memory usage
would exceed that of Bullet.
The 500-body benchmark shown contains even more shocking results. While our
technique was 8.23x faster with prediction enabled in the 1,000-body test, it is 12.4x
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faster in the 500-body scenario. Even when compared to the Bullet Physics Library,
our technique yields a 12.6x performance improvement. Why is our physics engine so
much faster here than it was in the 1,100-body scenario?
First, not only does the 500-body simulation have fewer bodies, but collisions between
bodies are less frequent than in the 1,100-body test since the box containing the
bodies remained the same size. As such, mispredictions are far less likely to result
in invalidating more than one body, meaning the main thread has less work to do.
However, this isn’t the full story.
In order for the main thread to regenerate predicted state, it must acquire a lock to
prevent the PSG from being accessed concurrently between the two threads. Since the
solver releases the lock at the end of its pipeline, the main thread has to wait for the
solver to complete execution of its current pipeline pass before continuing execution.
If the solver is busy, the main thread will need to block for a non-zero time duration.
However, if the solver has computed enough predicted state such that each body has
state extending tb steps in the future, the solver releases the lock and waits for the
main thread to progress before re-acquiring the lock and continuing work. In this
case, the main thread does not have to wait at all before generating new state.
In the 500-body test, the solver thread has enough time to completely catch up to
tn + tb by the time the main thread steps the simulation again. However, in the 1,100body scenario, the solver thread is still doing work while the main thread is stepping
the simulation. This fact, combined with the additional complexity of invalidating
and regenerating states in the 1,100-body simulation, makes the 500-body scenario
yield considerably more impressive performance gains. Figures 5.7 and 5.8 provide
graphical illustrations of this behavior. Each gradient chunk in the solver thread
represents a single pass in the solver pipeline. As the gradient transitions from red to
green, the predicted state generation approaches completion. In Figure 5.7, the solver
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Figure 5.7: Unblocked dynamics on the main thread when the solver
thread is idle.

Figure 5.8: Blocking on the main thread while the solver thread completes
the current pass.
thread completes predicted state generation by the time the main thread computes
dynamics on the next frame. In Figure 5.8, however, the main thread gets blocked
until the solver thread completes its current pass. Table 5.5 and Figure 5.6 document
the performance characteristics with varying body radius, where similar performance
patterns can be observed.
In the future, we would like to investigate ways to prevent the main thread from
blocking as long when the solver thread is busy. In one possible mitigation, we could
architect the solver pipeline in such a manner that it can be interrupted in between
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stages. This way, the main thread only has to wait for the solver to complete its
current stage in the pipeline, not the entire pipeline pass. Of course, this introduces
additional hazards, since the main thread may invalidate state in a manner that
makes the current pipeline pass invalid. This challenge could be bypassed if the solver
thread always terminates the current pass when interrupted rather than determining
the validity of the pass after the main thread finishes mutating the simulation state.
Of course, introducing a mechanism like this would add a small amount of overhead
to the solver thread, since it has to check the main thread’s status in between each
stage in the pipeline.
Something else to note is that while our physics engine is capable of exhibiting up
to 20x performance gains over the state of the art, it currently does so in situations where that gain amounts to less than a millisecond of time saved. However,
by implementing the aforementioned performance improvements and applying more
optimizations present in the state of the art, the 1,100-body scenario would be capable of providing comparable performance improvements to the 500-body scenario,
and our technique could achieve the same scalability properties as Bullet, making it
faster for any number of bodies.

5.2.2

Performance with High Interactivity

The scenarios with high interactivity are meant to stress test the prediction engine
and push the limits of how much state can be invalidated per frame while keeping
the simulation performant. These aren’t the most realistic scenarios, but they help
provide additional insight into the bottlenecks of the simulation.
For both the 1000-body and 500-body tests, we ran our physics engine with varying
invalidation frequencies. Of course, the number of initially-invalidated bodies will be
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less than the resulting number of bodies with invalidated predicted state to a degree
that depends on the complexity of the scenario.
In the 1000-body tests presented in Table 5.3, increasing the number of invalidated
bodies per frame made a significant impact on the performance of the simulator. With
a misprediction frequency of 50, enough of the total simulation state was invalidated
that the average step time exceeded that of our simulator with prediction disabled.
This demonstrates that if our technique is configured improperly or used in scenarios
that are impossible to predict, using prediction can actually result in a performance
degradation.
The results were far less extreme in the 500-body scenario shown in Table 5.4; increasing the number of mispredicted bodies hardly made a dent on the average step
time. There are two reasons for this. First, the PSG is less complex, meaning there
is less state to search and invalidate for a given invalidated body. In addition, the
regenerated state is less likely to overlap existing state, which would create more work
for the solver thread.
Figure 5.9 visualizes the 1000-body simulation with an invalidation frequency of 50 at
peak complexity as the bodies initially pile onto each other. Bodies with invalidated
state for the current frame are red, and bodies with recently-invalidated state are
pink. Mispredicting 50 bodies in in a single simulation step results in the invalidation
of a significant portion of the simulation state.
In contrast, Figure 5.10 shows the same simulation but several seconds later, where
interactions are less frequent. At this point in time, invalidating 50 bodies in a single
step only requires regenerating state for those 50 bodies plus the handful of bodies
directly affected by the misprediction.
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Figure 5.9: A visualization of invalidated state during high simulation
complexity with 1,000 total bodies and 50 initially-invalidated bodies per
step.

Figure 5.10: A visualization of invalidated state during moderate simulation complexity with 1,000 total bodies and 50 initially-invalidated bodies
per step.
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5.2.3

Tuning Simulation Time Variables

As stated earlier in this chapter, the ideal values for tb and tw were found to be 3 and
5 steps respectively for each of the test scenarios we measured. Here, we’ll discuss
some of the advantages and disadvantages for having large and small values for tb and
tw . In addition, we’ll explore opportunities for dynamically adjusting these values at
runtime depending on the simulation complexity.
The simulation time value tb represents the maximum difference between tn and the
ETOI of an event for the event to be a candidate for solving. A high tb can be
beneficial when the complexity of the simulation varies to a significant degree over
time. The larger the tb , the longer the solver can run slower than real-time without
lag being perceived by the user of the interactive application. However, a large tb also
has its disadvantages. A PSG that extends far into the future is going to have a large
memory footprint, especially if a significant portion of the simulation is composed of
“complex” state. In addition, algorithms analyzing the PSG like those involved in
sweep overlap detection will be less efficient when there are more nodes to traverse
and AABBs to perform intersection checks with.
The value tw , which represents the time duration of sweeps, also exhibits trade-offs
between low and high values. A high tw reduces the number of sweeps that need to
be compared during overlap detection and keeps the number of nodes in the PSG
small since extension events occur less frequently. However, it is also more likely
that false positives in sweep overlap detection will occur, since the time ranges of two
overlapping sweeps are less likely to align. In addition, when the interaction frequency
is high, the extra state generated per sweep ends up being ignored, since interactions
are more likely to happen early in a sweep’s range. Contrarily, a low tw decreases
the frequency of false positive sweep overlaps and minimizes extra state from being
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calculated that doesn’t get used. However, it also increases the number of nodes in
the PSG, since expiration events occur more frequently. For this same reason, sweep
generation and overlap detection needs to run more frequently for low tw values.
Due to these trade-offs, finding the right combination of tb and tw can be a bit
of a balancing act. The ideal values for these variables is also dependant on the
characteristics of the simulation. Thus, implementing a mechanism to adjust these
values at runtime might yield the best results.
In Chapter 4, we described how our technique for grouping sweeps involves dynamically adjusting the sweep range depending on the type of outcome that gets solved. To
this degree, we already have a locally-adjustable tw , so we can utilize the advantages
of both low and high values depending on interaction frequency. However, tb presents
a slightly more difficult challenge because it can’t be adjusted on a per-sweep basis.
This is due to the fact that the event queue uses a universal tb to determine if the
earliest event is ready to be solved. If we were to make tb vary by event, the earliest
event in the queue with a low tb may block a later event with a high tb from being
solved. Solving the event with the higher tb first in this case would not be an acceptable solution, since events must be solved in order of TOI to guarantee simulation
correctness. As such, the only way to adjust tb is universally.
Ideally, tb would be a low value for simulations with stable complexity and high for
simulations with significant complexity variation. It wouldn’t be sufficient to increase
tb during high simulation complexity, because we would already need the PSG to
be large by the time the simulation becomes complex. Instead, we would want the
physics engine to increase tb and start buffering more simulation state before the
simulation becomes complex, so it can run slower than real-time during the moment
of high complexity. As such, the physics engine would somehow need to predict the
complexity of the future simulation state without actually solving it. This type of
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analysis is far outside the scope of this thesis, but it serves as another interesting area
for potential future work.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSION

Our technique yields a significant performance improvement over the state of the art
for both simple and complex simulations and with moderate levels of interactivity
and unpredictability. The memory usage trade-off to store predicted simulation state
is insignificant when compared to the typical memory usage of real-time applications,
especially since industry-standard physics engines already make use of data structures
with large memory footprints to support various optimizations.
The flexibility and simplicity of our custom prediction logic API makes the physics
engine easy to integrate with games and other interactive applications. Our original
goal of alleviating the main thread of physics computation while preserving determinism, reducing input latency, and minimizing the cost of misprediction has been
achieved, with the small caveat that the main thread still has to regenerate invalidated state. However, since mispredictions usually make up a very small portion
of the total simulation state, the cost of physics computation on the main thread is
relatively small when compared to the work required by the solver thread.

6.1

Discussion and Future Work

This project has demonstrated significant potential for this technique’s application
in physics simulation. While our implementation is a sufficient proof of concept, our
efforts were almost completely dedicated to novel work, so industry-standard features
and optimizations were either ignored or added in an afterthought. Ideally, we would
like to improve our implementation by writing our own efficient iterative collision
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solver that’s integrated directly into our prediction engine rather than relying on the
Bullet Physics Library as a backend. This will reduce overhead associated with simulating groups of bodies and further improve our simulator’s performance. We would
also like to implement better support for complex collision mesh shapes, constraint
relationships between bodies, and ultimately soft-body physics. Investigating ways to
incorporate multiple solver threads for even higher degrees of parallelism or running
parts of the pipeline on the GPU is another area of future work.
When approaching the completion of this project, I began to realize that only a small
portion of the work I put in was specific to physics simulation. While a physics engine
was the primary contribution, the underlying technique to efficiently pre-compute and
invalidate program state for interactive applications is something agnostic to physics
simulation. In theory, any interactive application whose state can be represented
in a PSG-like data structure would benefit from this technique. As such, another
direction of future work is looking for ways to expand this technique to domains
outside of physics simulation.
For example, implementing a library or runtime to make this type of computation
domain-agnostic could be a really interesting application of the technique presented in
this paper. Or, to take things to an even more abstract level, it might be interesting
to investigate a programming language that generates a predicted execution tree,
similar to how our physics engine generates a predicted state graph. The language
would include built-in mechanisms to progress a computation from a default value
to be used before the input data is finalized. This would allow the program to
continue execution and generate predicted program state that gets either finalized or
invalidated depending on whether the input data matches the prediction.
Some other elements of future work that have been mentioned throughout the paper
include the following:
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1. Investigate using an additional data structure to determine whether two sweeps
share a common ancestor outcome rather than performing a PSG traversal.
2. Integrate performance analysis into the prediction engine to determine complexity of custom prediction logic and identify the type of state cache to use.
3. Explore different ways to efficiently compute the ETOI of overlapping sweeps.
4. Analyze the performance differences between running outcome finalization on
the main thread and the solver thread.
5. Find an efficient method to determine future group assignment given a time in
a sweep.
6. Identify ways to minimize the amount of time the main thread is blocking on
the solver thread.
7. Determine the best structure for the sweep bounding volume hierarchy; can time
be treated as a fourth spacial dimension, and does this improve the efficiency
of finding overlapping sweep paths?
8. Expand our prediction engine API to support cross-communication between
modules of predicted logic.
9. Create methods to efficiently predict future simulation complexity to dynamically adjust tb .
10. Apply our technique to soft-body dynamics.
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Chapter 7
SCIENTIFIC DISSIPATION

Our work has been accepted in the SIGGRAPH Asia 2021 conference as a poster
submission.
Title: Real-Time Prediction-Driven Dynamics Simulation to Mitigate Frame Time
Variation
Abstract: This work introduces a prediction-driven real-time dynamics method that
uses a graph-based state buffer to minimize the cost of mispredictions. Our technique
reduces the average time needed for dynamics computation on the main thread by
running the solver pipeline on a separate thread, enabling interactive multimedia
applications to increase the computational budget for graphics at no cost perceptible
to the end user.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1145/3476124.3488633
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APPENDICES

Appendix A
A SIMPLE EXAMPLE FOR THE USAGE OF THE PREDICTED BODY
MOTION API

/* Input tuple declaration */
using Inputs = std::tuple<
float,

// Left/right axis for walking

bool>;

// Jump button

/* An enum mapping tuple indices to readable input names */
enum Input : std::size_t {
INPUT_WALK = 0,
INPUT_JUMP = 1,
};

class PlayerState : public rd::BodyState<
Inputs,

// Specify the input source tuple

INPUT_WALK,

// Depend on the "walk" input

INPUT_JUMP>

// Depend on the "jump" input

{
protected:
void step(
rd::BodyController& controller, // Used for applying forces
float timeStep, // The simulation time step
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float walk, // The walk input value
bool jump) // The jump input value
override {
auto& transform = getTransform();
m_jumpCooldownTimer -= timeStep;
if (transform.position.y <= 0.f) {
transform.position.y = 0.f;
if (jump && m_jumpCooldownTimer <= 0.f) {
controller.applyForce(rd::Vec3(0.f, JUMP_FORCE, 0.f));
m_jumpCooldownTimer = JUMP_COOLDOWN;
}
}
controller.applyForce(rd::Vec3(WALK_FORCE * walk, 0.f, 0.f));
}

private:
static constexpr float JUMP_COOLDOWN = 0.5f;
static constexpr float JUMP_FORCE = 50.0f;
static constexpr float WALK_FORCE = 10.0f;
float m_jumpCooldownTimer = 0.f; // Custom predicted body state
};

void setup() {
/* Configuration of the input source */
m_inputSource = new InputSource<Inputs>();
rd::WorldConstructionInfo wci;
wci.inputSource = inputSource;
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// ...
m_world = new rd::World(wci);

/* Attaching custom prediction logic to a body */
rd::BodyConstructionInfo bci;
// ...
auto playerBody = m_world->addBody(bci);
playerBody->setStateType<PlayerState>();
// ...
}

void update(float deltaTime) {
m_inputSource->setInputs(std::make_tuple(walk, jump));
m_world->step(deltaTime);
// ...
}
:
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